
 

Mercedes-Benz Truck Racing was released In No-
vember 2000 by German Developers Synetic (via 
THQ). 
This was a fabulously realistic game with great physics.  Weather conditions, 3D 
cockpits, real tracks including A1 ring, Zolder and Donnington all featured.  It 
used a good graphics engine (beyond most gamers at the time) to produce 
1,500 polygon trucks.  Still the best truck racer available.  Synetic are a wholly 
owned subsidiary of THQ and are no stranger to racing games—their earlier PC 
efforts NICE racing performed reasonably well in some European Countries.    
 
MBTR even included Trilinear mipmapping where the machine would allow—
certainly one of the earliest PC racing games to do so and meaning the game 
graphics remain fairly impressive years after release. 

 

18 Wheeler American Pro 
Trucker  -year 2000 Sega AM2  
A pure arcade experience.  Later released onto 
Dreamcast, PS2 and Nintendo’s machine, this is 
an arcade conversion.   
 
In the arcade, the whole ‘big rig’ experience is 
given with a big sit-in cabinet and feels truly awe-
some.  It’s sequel—Route 66 was using later 
(Naomi 2) hardware and had a microphone (CB 
radio?) the player had to shout instruction s into. 
 
The game cabinet/graphics were also converted 
for the Japanese audience into ’Tokyo Bus Tour’ 
a delightful ’bus driving’ occupational sim.  

British Dev-co, Jester 
Interactive released Su-
per trucks in July 2002.   
Released for Playstation 2, the game 
included 1400hp machines! Multiple 
race and replay views, and a nice 
damage model (drag sparking parts 
along the ground) helped create a 
reasonable game simulation, but 
hardly a fantastic game and play 
feels a little sterile. 

Hard Truck from Russian Dev-Co, 
Softlabs-Nsk was released early 
1999. 
A race and invest game with in-truck views, multi-
player and weather effects all available.  It was aimed 
at a P166—way behind the times when it was re-
leased —but since it was for the Russian market on a 
budget label, this is to be expected.  The game is 
about racing and not damaging your cargo.  A good 
and satisfying risk/reward balance, if a little repetitive. 

Big Mutha Truckers (Eutechnyx) 2003  
Released for Playstation 2 and Xbox by publisher Empire, This was a 
reasonably successful game from a developer known for it’s racing 
titles.  Trading, Yeehaw’ing, humour and some racing was the name 
of the day.   With open-ended gameplay and award winning CGI, this 
game was sadly not the success it should have been with reviews 
mostly suggesting it to be repetitive and forgetful gaming. 


